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Vision Statement
Tweed Byron and Ballina Community Transport aim to provide quality services for
people living in our region, and to advocate for improved transport options,
especially for those affected by frailty, disability or disadvantage.

In our client focus, we aim to:
 Reduce social isolation, and assist people to remain living at home for as long
as possible.
 Provide services that are culturally sensitive and match our client’s needs
 Support people of all ages who are transport disadvantaged
In our service delivery we aim to:





Ensure the safety and comfort of our clients
Provide opportunities for volunteerism in the community
Encourage innovation, and flexibility of service
Promote a positive image of community transport

For our workforce, we aim to:
 Provide a safe and friendly workplace for our team of volunteers and
employees
 Encourage personal and professional development for team members
 Encourage team spirit, and foster the values of diversity, community service
and sustainability.
Adopted July 2010
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President’s Report
It’s a pleasure to present the Annual Report for Tweed Byron & Ballina Community Transport Inc. in the
financial year from 1 July 2013 to 30 June 2014.
On behalf of the Management Committee, I’d like to convey my sincere appreciation and thanks to our
dedicated team of Volunteers. 150 active Volunteers are registered with TBBCT. Without the
commitment and support of our drivers, Volunteer bus attendants and Volunteer bus coordinators, we
couldn’t exist. With growth in demand for our services, we are asking more and more of our volunteers,
and they continue to deliver quality, caring services to our community. I’d like to make a special
mention to those retiring volunteers who have given many years of service to their communities. I wish
you all the best and thank you wholeheartedly on behalf of the organization.
In December 2013 Ballina Volunteer Driver Kenneth Bolt was awarded NSW Volunteer of the year – my
warm congratulations and gratitude go to Ken – he is a role model for our industry.
TBBCT continues to prioritise services for Aboriginal clients to get to medical appointments, and
support for community groups. Our proud Aboriginal Transport team recently attended the Darwin
NATSICCTN conference highlighting to the delegates our excellent record of service. On behalf of the
committee I’d like to thank TBBCT’s Aboriginal staff and volunteers especially Aboriginal Transport
Development Officer, Dave Kapeen for his dedication to serving the community, supporting ease of
access for services to Aboriginal people in our area and across the country.
I’d like to thank all of the staff for the great job they are doing. Under Phil Barron’s leadership the TBBCT
employees work hard to support as many people as possible with transport. Our bus and car drivers,
bus attendants, Aboriginal transport development officer, fleet manager, finance administrator, service
administrators and administrative staff work as a well functioning team to deliver transport options to
our community. Thank you to all.
Our Management Committee has done an excellent job this year. I’d like to thank Treasurer Ken
Montgomery; Deputy President, Ray Thompson, Secretary Paul O’Reilly and committee members Sue
Follent, Michael Dilli (retired), and Mark Moore, for the time and effort they have volunteered to
oversee the management of TBBCT. I’d like also to welcome new members Jennifer Hicks and Ben
Dierikx and wish you all the best in your roles on our Management Committee.
As I mentioned last year, a continuing challenge for management is to keep abreast of changes to the
funding environment. TBBCT continued in its leading role in the consortium Advanced Community
Solutions Ltd (ACS), working with other members to develop strategies and apply for funding in the
open tender environment. There are ongoing changes in the Disability services and Aged Care services
environment, with the National Disability Insurance Scheme continuing to be rolled our across the
nation, and community programs for frail aged people becoming more client focused, we are keeping
abreast of the changes and keeping a keen eye out for funding and partnership opportunities – all with
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the aim of maintaining a quality service, and supporting those members of our community most in
need.
This year we have received awards and recognition for our excellent service provision, taking out the
inaugural Tweed Shire Access and Inclusion Award, as well as being named 2014 Community Transport
provider of the year. With strong governance, forward thinking management, an innovative executive
team, and a committed workforce of employees and volunteers we are well placed to continue
delivering excellent services to our community.
Well done everyone!
This will be my last report as President of TBBCT; I will be retiring from the management committee
prior to the 2014 AGM. I’ve very much enjoyed my tenure as Chairman, and believe I have done my best
to help steer the organisation through major changes and growth since I commenced on the committee
in 2008. All the best to the great team of staff and volunteers at TBBCT.
Yours Sincerely
John Commens
President
November 2014

John Commens presenting retired volunteer Trish Williamson with a
certificate of appreciation at Xmas in July 2014 with elves Tamara and
Kasey
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Treasurer’s Report
As you can see from the table below, TBBCT made a very small surplus of $504 in the financial year to 30
June 2014. Revenue received – approx. $2.5M made up of funding grants and client contributions.
Included in our revenue streams is $170,729 in non-recurrent funding for compliance costs, transition
expenses (ADHC to DSS) and short term projects.
We recently received advice of increased recurrent funding that will support TBBCT to deliver an
additional 11,000 HACC program trips across our region. This will help to meet the demand for service
our office staff experience daily.
Current liabilities include 212,892 in provisions for employee entitlements, and our vehicle replacement
reserve allocation has been increased to 300,000.
I’d like to thank to Sue Ruhl, TBBCT’s financial administrator, who keeps me and the management well
informed with regular financial and budget exception reports. I’d also like to thank our auditors Cook
and Cook Accountants for assisting management with advice and for their work auditing TBBCT’s 2014
financial statements.
TBBCT Balance sheet shows:
Assets
Current Assets
Non-Current Assets
Total Assets
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Non-current Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Net Assets
Vehicle replacement reserve
Assets Revaluation reserve
Accumulated surplus
Total Members Funds
Our Income statement shows
Revenue from continuing operations
Expenses
Profit (Loss) from continuing operations

2014

2013

852,451
337,063
1,189,514

646,721
435,687
1,082,408

593,670
116,275
709,945
479,569
300,000
7,335
172,234
479,569

460,775
159,070
619,846
462,562
250,000
6,832
205,730
462,562

2,509,116
2,508,612

2,368,811
2,425,582

504

(56,771)

The full Audited financial statement will be tabled at the Annual General Meeting and is available on
request
Ken Montgomery,
Treasurer
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CEO’s Report
2014 was Tweed Byron & Ballina Community Transport Inc.’s 27th year of operations. My role title has recently
changed from Manager to Chief Executive Officer, as our organisation has grown, almost doubling in size and
scope since I commenced in 2007. TBBCT is one of the largest and busiest providers of community transport in
New South Wales. This year we provided tens of thousands of passenger trips to people who have little or no
access to public transport, or are otherwise transport disadvantaged, frail aged or live with disability.
More than 3,400 individuals accessed our services in 2013/14, travelling an estimated 2,117,369 passenger
kilometres. 70,000 passenger trips across all of our service types and funding streams, which is 16% more than
we provided last year. See the charts in this report for more information.
This year we focussed on strengthening our feedback pathways for clients and our workforce. Developing simple
feedback forms for complaints or compliments, and surveying everyone willing to provide us with a comment, or
more extensive information about the service they receive or provide on our behalf. We also surveyed
stakeholders, including GP’s, medical specialists, community groups and service providers. The results are very
encouraging, with a high response rate from our service users. See the report summarised on page
Awards
We have added to our awards cabinet this year - winning the inaugural Tweed Shire Access and Inclusion Award,
and being named 2014 Community Transport Organisation – Provider of the year at the NSW CTO Awards held
in Canberra. These awards recognise our team’s dedication to serving our community, the quality of our service
provision, and the commitment of our workforce, volunteers and staff alike.

Volunteers Ted Hamilton (L) and Joyce Wilson (R) with CEO Phil Barron, TSC's Karen Collins
and Presenter Lorin Nicholson at the Tweed Shire Council Access and Inclusion Awards

Funding
TBBCT are primarily funded by the Australian Government, through the Commonwealth Home and Community
Care Program (HACC); and the NSW Human Services, Ageing Disability and Home Care, Community Supports
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Program (CSP). We report to Transport for NSW, for both the HACC & CSP programs and the NSW Government
Transport for NSW Community Transport Program (CTP). We also receive funding from NSW Health specifically
for patient transport to renal dialysis in the Ballina Shire.
In 2013/2014 TBBCT received additional recurrent Commonwealth HACC funding to support more older
Australians living at home, bringing our total funding under the Commonwealth HACC program to approx $1.85M
(annualised)
In this report CSP and HACC funding are combined under the HACC funding stream. Due to changes in funding
arrangements, future reports will split the HACC program between the Commonwealth and NSW government
programs i.e. Commonwealth Homes Support Program – for people 65+
Bus trips & the bus team
Close to 60% of all of the trips (approx. 40,500 trips) provided this year have been in buses. Our staff and
volunteers assisted clients with shopping, social and recreational transport in our fleet of buses and in buses
brokered from local bus operators. We realise how important it is to try to reduce social isolation in our ageing
and disabled community.
TBBCT is an enabling service, supporting people to access the community. Volunteer bus coordinators and
Volunteer bus attendants are wonderful community builders, who, by assisting to get clients and their shopping
home, enable our clients to live in the community for much longer than they would otherwise be able to.
Our fantastic team of bus drivers, coordinators and attendants keep passengers organised, planning social trips
with clients, keeping the passenger lists up to date, and manning phones to ensure those wanting to travel are
organised ahead of time. We sent our volunteer photographer out on a few of the bus trips to try to capture the
essence of the client journey.

Driver Grahame and happy clients on the Alstonville Shopping Bus
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Scenes from our shopping and social bus runs
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Volunteer Drivers
Our team of Volunteer drivers are the major factor enabling TBBCT to provide the high level of quality community
car services across our 3 local government areas. We have about 100 current active Volunteer drivers who
provided approx. 24,500 trips in 2014, mainly to medical appointments. We estimate our volunteers clocked up
approximately 857,000 kms, averaging around 35 kms per trip. Many trips were much longer, to medical
specialist destinations in Brisbane, Gold Coast and Lismore. In 2013, approx. 9,000 trips were provided in
volunteer’s own cars, assisting TBBCT to be flexible and responsive at a local level.
We have 14 community cars including 3 specially modified wheelchair accessible vehicles. Our community car
drivers go to a lot of effort – garaging the car, dropping it off to the next rostered driver, in a sometimes
complicated and time-consuming hand over, as well as keeping the vehicle in tip-top condition.

Volunteers and staff at Xmas in July 2014
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Strategic Planning
We have worked consistently towards the goals outlined in the strategic plan 2010 – 2015. Our next Strategic
Planning day is scheduled for November 2014 – key areas to be considered are: navigating changes in the funding
environment, HR management, risk management , networks and partnerships, and quality and compliance. The
NSW Government recently passed a bill to include Community Transport in the Passenger Transport Act, we
await new regulations and the opportunity to be accredited as a public bus operator, which will broaden our
service provision options and potentially our increase income streams.
Quality Management
In August 2014 TBBCT were successfully verified by Quality Innovation and Performance (QIP) in accordance with
the NSW Disability Service Standards. We passed with flying colours, fully meeting all the standards - an
outstanding result. The visiting verification team from QIP were very impressed with the person centred
approaches our team takes in it’s day to day practices and commended us for being an organisation with “heart”.
We also self assess our compliance with the Home Care Standards as a part of our annual compliance return
submitted Transport for NSW.
Networks & partnerships
In 2014 TBBCT commenced a partnership with the Cancer Council of NSW – supporting people needing assistance
with transport to their treatment. Cancer Council have provided training for our drivers and great PR for this
program and we are working well together on this previously unmet need.
TBBCT have been actively involved in a number of networks this year including the Tweed Community Care
Forum, Ballina, Lismore and Byron Interagency, Tweed Disability Interagency, Transport for Health forum, and the
North Coast Community Transport Forum. TBBCT works closely with Blind and Vision Impaired Service, Bullinah
Aboriginal Health Service, Byron Shire Respite, Ballina District Community Services Association/FSG, Bugalwena
Aboriginal Community Health, Murwillumbah Women’s Service, and many other community organisations across
the region. We are organisational members of the North Coast Community Transport Forum, founding members
of Advanced Community Solutions Ltd (ACS) the NSW Community Transport Organisation and the Northern Rivers
Social Development Council. We also work closely with the NSW Health Transport Unit and we take part in
Transport Information Days across the region.

Local Government Councils are important sources of support. This year Tweed Shire Council wrote us into the
2014 Access and Inclusion Plan, formalising our longstanding relationship, which allows TBBCT to use its
Murwillumbah depot, and TSC supports us with mechanical advice and services for the buses garaged on the
premises. Ballina council support us with reasonable rent on the Kentwell Community Centre premises, and we
also work together on transport and other planning and working groups.
TBBCT has a good working relationship with the North Coast Area Health Service, Health Transport Unit (HTU).
We refer many people who have short term transport needs to the HTU who then may broker TBBCT to deliver
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the service. Last year we worked together to support hundreds of people with health transport needs. We also
refer people requiring Renal Dialysis transport through to the HTU, and work together to support as many people
as possible to access their treatment. Unfortunately, Renal Dialysis transport is a huge unmet need across the
nation, sufficient government funding to alleviate the demand is not forthcoming. I’d like to thank Julie Dodds,
the Manager of HTU and her team, with a special thanks to Lyn Tod who is our contact in the HTU office.
We have developed good relations with the key taxi operators in our area, Tweed Valley Taxi’s,
Tweed/Coolangatta Taxis, Byron Taxis, and Ballina Taxis, who assist us in delivering clients utilising our Taxi
Voucher Scheme.

Our offices
In Tweed shire, we are bursting out of our small office. Current plans are in progress to move to a bigger and
better location with sufficient undercover parking for the growing fleet, as well as facilities for volunteer training,
potential transit lounge, and room for growth!
In Ballina, we have an office in the Kentwell Community Centre, which also has council managed meeting and
training rooms and is a hub for community services in the shire. Our Ballina garage has been very handy for our
drivers and fleet manager, enabling the secure garaging of our vehicles out of the weather.
Our head office is in Byron Bay – it’s the hub for our computer network and phone system, and provides
comfortable office space for much of the administrative team. We now have 2 community cars in the Byron shire,
and share resources with the other offices if needed.

Website and Social Media
In 2013/14 we revitalised our web presence with a vibrant new website, which has great information formatted
to be easy to read on any device, we also started our own Facebook page and use this to link people in to our
service and for promotion and information sharing. I encourage you to like us on Facebook and browse our
webpage for forms, publications (such as this and previous years annual reports) .
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Unmet need
TBBCT office staff work hard to support as many people who contact us needing assistance with transport as
possible. Due to funding constraints, we cannot assist everyone, and must prioritise referrals. Our data shows
there is a large unmet need for transport related to health in the region. The list of requests for transport we
have refused this year includes:
 Flexible Transport for social activities
 Weekend and after hours transport
 Renal Dialysis transport out-of-area (e.g. Ballina residents needing to get to Lismore 3 x weekly)
 Transport to GP out of area, & out-of-area rehabilitation treatment
 Long distance transport for social or family obligations, and nursing home visits
 Transport from Nursing Homes residents to medical appointments
 Multiple transports (more than 4 per year) to Brisbane or long distance for specialist treatment
 Short notice discharge from hospitals and other short notice transport needs.

Heather, Veronica, Carol and Len - International Volunteers Day Tweed

Mike, Kathryn, Don, Linda, Bruno, Ian and Rick, Cancer Council driver training
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Statistics
The following graphs show how our trips are provided
Legend:
HACC – Home and Community Care Program (Combined Commonwealth and NSW funding)
CTP – Community Transport Program funding
HRT –Health Related Transport funding (NSW Health NGO program and HTU)
DVA – Veterans affairs
Other – other brokerage, community groups, insurance,
DVA, 2050, 3% Other, 4375, 6%
HRT, 5450, 8%
HACC
CTP, 8326, 12%

CTP

69,462 Total

HRT

HACC, 49261,
71%

DVA
Other

Number of Trips by funding stream

Other, 682, 1%
Taxi, 3791, 6%
Volunteer Car,
9149, 13%

Private
Operator or STA
bus, 5691, 8%
Brokerage
Bus, 1593,
2%

Private Operator or STA
bus
Brokerage Bus
Project Owned Bus

Project Owned
Bus, 33274,
48%

Project Owned Car
Volunteer Car
Taxi

Project Owned
Car, 15282, 22%

Other

Number of trips by mode of transport
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Other, 4904, 7%

Social or
Recreation,
18618, 27%

Day Care,
3292, 5%

GP's or
Specialist,
10449, 15%

Day Care
Social or Recreation

Hospital or
Medical, 14377,
21%

Shopping or Access

Shopping or
Access, 17822,
25%

Hospital or Medical
GP's or Specialist
Other

All Trips by service type

Day Care, 3292,
7%

Other, 1619, 3%
GP's or
Specialist, 7507,
15%

Social or
Recreation,
12285, 25%

Social or Recreation
Shopping or Access
Hospital or Medical

Shopping or
Access, 16818,
34%

Hospital or
Medical, 7740,
16%

Day Care

GP's or Specialist
Other

HACC trips by service type

Acknowledgements
I’d like to acknowledge our workforce. Our staff of more than 30 people includes administration and coordination
staff, bus & car drivers and bus attendants, who are focussed on the delivery of quality services to our clients, as
well as providing support to our 140 volunteers, which in turn enables our volunteers to support our clients.
Providing such a large number of passenger trips to people who are frail aged, disabled or disadvantaged can be
an extremely complex process. There are times when a seemingly simple trip can deteriorate into difficulty,
testing the coordination skills of the office worker and the patience of the driver. Buses are small mobile
communities with many complex relationships that need volunteers and staff with skillsets of patience, caring
and problem solving. In trying situations, I have found our blended team of volunteers and employees to be
resilient, patient and good humoured, always with the best interest of the client at heart. Many clients I talk to
speak in glowing terms about the service and I am proud to be a part of such a great team. I’d also like to
acknowledge members of our workforce who retired during this financial year, and a special acknowledgement to
those who have passed away.
My heartfelt thanks to the TBBCT team,
Phil Barron
Chief Executive Officer
21 November 2014
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Our Volunteers: (as at November 2014)
Glen Abbott, Margaret Albert, Lee Baker, Kenneth Bolt, Bob Bottrell, Edward Boulton, Merv Brady, Ashara
Branson, Athol Bright, Maria Bristow, Kevin Broadbent, Vance Brogan, Margaret Brown, Ken Brown, Mike Brown,
Kevin Byrne, Desiree Cansdale, Glenn Cole, Sue Collins, Bruno Crulz, Maureen Curlew, Ian Daniels (Retired),
Barend De Klerk, Marg Dean, Lesley Demiris, Ellen Docherty, Dravidian, Bill Durey, Norma Dwyer, Kevin Edwards,
Margaret Ellis, Frances Eyre, Michael Fisher, Sue Follent, Ruth Foster, Cheryl Garratt, Caleb Geary, Rick Godwin,
Rob Godwin, Stephen Goodman, Malcolm Green, Michael Grisedale, Jim Hahn, Dixie Hallett, Ted Hamilton,
Dianne Harris, Bronwyn Heggarty, Connie Henderson, Don Hennessey, Paul Heylan, Peter Higgins, Richard
Hodgson, Susan Holt, Michael Jefferies, Bernard Jones, Bill Jordan, Stan Kay, Kay Kent, June Kirkham, Peter
Larsson, Sandra Larsson, Carolyn Latham, Brian Lee, Frances Legg, Francesca Leslie, Ian Lewis, David Mallett,
Barbara Matthews, Christine McGregor, Di McKee, Annie McKinnon, Jenny Meinel, Peter Millar (retired), Diana
Montgomery (Retired), Barbara Moss, Julie Murray, Brian Neale (Retired) Frank Nichol, Edward O'Brien, Linda
O'Leary, Brian O’Neill, Nancy O'Reilly, Roger Osborne, Veronica Pansaru, Russell Pitcher, Joan Pratt, Luke Prsa,
Carol Purnell, Phillipa Quinnell, Vicki Rayner, Jackie Reed, Dion Rhodes, Jill Ridgewell, Sam Ridgewell, Peter
Roston, Brian Schweitzer, Tony Searl, Peggy Selby, Janette Sleba, Victor Slockee, Robert Small, Beverley
Staughton, Heather Taylor, Margaret Tierney, Les Titmarsh, Lindsay Tritton, Alena Vavra, Wally Ventura, Earl
Vincent, Leo Vlemming, Fred Wedesweiler, Marjorie Wells, Susan Wharton, Denise Whayman, Judy Williams,
Trish Williamson (retired), Joyce Wilson, Ian Wingad, Carolyn Wise, Leonard Woodhouse, Rhys Wright, Bill
Wykeham, Warren Yardy
Our employees:
Melissa Armstrong, Athol Bright, David Chartres, Chris Coorey, Kathryn Dietrich, Kasey Donnelly, Joe Dunster,
Brian Earley, Ruth Foster, Kate Geary, Eunice Hartley, Faizel Hassan, Billee Holdsworth, Robert Hunt, Dave
Kapeen, Rob Knight, Brian Lee, Amanda Lucantonio, Terry Martin, Tamara Moon, Coralie Moore, Barbara Moss,
Angus Mundine, Linda O’Leary, Sue Phillips, Jill Ridgewell, Grahame Rodgers, Sue Ruhl, Bernie Tier, Judy Volz,
Fred Wedesweiler, Jenny Young
TBBCT Management Committee:
John Commens – President
Ray Thompson – Deputy President
Ken Montgomery – Treasurer
Paul O’Reilly – Secretary
Sue Follent – Committee Member
Mark Moore - Committee Member
Jennifer Hicks – Committee Member
Ben Dierikx – Committee Member
Michael Dilli – Retired
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Surveys
TBBCT undertook a series of surveys in 2013/14 to gauge client and stakeholder satisfaction with
our services and to identify areas for improvement. The results from these surveys made it
clear just how essential and valued our transport services are in the lives of our clients.
“I live alone and I’m in my 80’s and the bus trips make my life worth living and stops me from feeling depressed or
lonely. I love your bus trips – keep them going!”

Clients reported an extremely high level of satisfaction. In particular, much praise was awarded
to volunteers and staff who were found to be helpful, caring, friendly, kind and courteous.
Many respondents indicated that our medical and shopping transport services were essential
to support them living at home; as public transport was considered inaccessible or unavailable,
taxis too expensive and family members busy or not living near by.
“I find your drivers to be top notch! They are respectful, helpful and caring people and most have a great
sense of humour!”

Clients who travel on our social buses reported a strong sense of community on the buses, in
terms of reduced social isolation, enhanced community connections, friendships and support.
This has lead to significantly enhanced client wellbeing.
A sense of independence is important to our clients, with many stating one of things they
particularly value about TBBCT transport services was not having to rely on friends and family.
They also valued long distance transport for specialist and hospital stays, which are particularly
difficult to get to, being able to get out of the house and visit new places, being in good
company, reduction in isolation and being able to go shopping.
“I have always found the Tweed, Ballina and Byron CT service to be supportive, flexible and keen to find
ways of assisting the clients that are referred.”
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The vast majority of our clients were satisfied with the level of recommend contributions (84%)
and the shopping and social bus trips were found to be of excellent value. A small
percentage (16%) of those who used medical transport, found costs to be a barrier at least
some of the time. This was generally the case for those who required frequent, or long distance
trips.

There was a surprisingly low level of awareness about TBBCT services beyond medical transport
and a number of people made comments requesting more information about the social and
shopping buses. In response to this and other factors, a new client newsletter was launched,
which featured a story on the social buses that resulted in an influx of inquiries.
Another issue identified by both clients and other stakeholders, was a need for after hours,
weekend and last minute transport. TBBCT has broadened and promoted its taxi voucher
scheme; which is now available across the three shires. This scheme gives clients flexible
transport options, when our regular community transport services are not available or
appropriate.

“(TBBCT) empowers me to be independent. Provides access to a wide range of options for
shopping and services that are fundamentally limited where I live. Enables me to be a part of a
social activity with a diverse range of people.”
It is both humbling and satisfying to receive such positive feedback and to hear the stories of
how our service positively impacts peoples’ lives. Importantly, it is also creates an opportunity
for us to identify ways we might better meet our clients needs.
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Photo by Linda O’Leary

Mary, Rita taking receipt of Taxi vouchers from TBBCT
staffer Judy

TBBCT team Dave, Kenneth and Jenny NAIDOC 2014 Ballina
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Painting by Sean Kay

2014 Annual Report
Aboriginal Transport Development Officer
This report will cover the activities of the Aboriginal Transport officer from the 1 st July 2013 until the
30th June 2014. This will include meetings Transport for NSW (TfNSW) Regional Coordinator Ben Riley,
also local interagency meetings as well as state meeting with the NSW Community Transport
Organisation (CTO) and Transport Policy Advisory Group (TPAG) and the National Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Corporation Community Transport Network (NATSICCTN), as well as other activities. 2014
as been both challenging and rewarding for Aboriginal transport within our organisation. We have had
success in building partnerships, as well as establishing a youth transport coordination service in the
Tweed shire.
Cabbo Trippers bus service continue to roll on with our bus drivers and bus attendants doing a great job
with the service, We are attempting to put together a reference group that we can work with to look at
the transport and access issues relating to the residents of Cabbage Tree Island, including potential out
of hours services on Friday night and Saturday. We have been working with Dave Brown from Jali Local
Aboriginal Land council and the school principal Dion Anderson, as well as the school’s Aboriginal
Education Assistant on this issue. Our school runs still ongoing as we provide a valuable service to
support the school participating on activities off Cabbage Tree Island. We also work to make
communities safer, for instance there is a concern around the entrance to a residence on Bagotville
Road, where large trucks come around the corner and visibility is difficult. This issue is being addressed
by our Work Health and Safety team. We are currently working with the Yarrabee CACP coordinator to
establish a “Memorandum of Understanding” to ensure quality service to the Aboriginal clients and
improved service coordination.
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Volunteer of the Year Ken Bolt with Aunty Eileen Lapic

We are continuing to develop our relationship with the St Andrews Aboriginal elders group, which meet
at the Kentwell center every Monday and Tuesday for their respite group. This is the group we work
with to organize a number of funeral transport trips with and they are a valuable resource to our
service.

There has been no change in the Byron shire as far as having an Aboriginal community service
organisation to work with as there is none, although we have a working relationship with the Arakwal
organisation as far as providing transport to their organized activities for youth. Many of the services for
Byron shire are provided by agencies from the Tweed shire.
Our service in Tweed shire is growing. We now have Tamara Moon as a trainee working out of the
Tweed office. Tamara is a real asset to our organisation and comes to TBBCT through our Aboriginal
employment strategy. This is also evident with our work with Lara Bennett and the “Kids Caring for
Country” program, where we provide a bus and sometimes a driver, also our continued support for
Early Intervention with the provision of our “Bizeebee” 12 seater bus with the great artwork, and there
is lots of great commenting about the bus. With funding provided through Transport for NSW Regional
Coordination Program, we were able to employ Billee Holdsworth as our youth transport project officer,
Billee has made contact with a number of different agencies and schools within the Tweed shire about
our new youth transport service to the Tweed shire community. Billee has worked tirelessly on getting
the word out to everyone that the program exists, how to access the service and the types of trips that
can be supported by the service. We have been having discussions with Canowindra Aged care services
to assist and support them with their transport issues for their Aged Care package clients. Our work with
Bugalwena general practice is getting stronger as we continue to develop.
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Volunteer driver Uncle Victor Slockee and the Bizibee bus

Since the signing of the MOU with North Coast Medicare Local (NCML) we have developed great
relations with service providers to ensure that those Aboriginal clients that are eligible for our service
know and understand the process when diagnosed with a chronic disease and transport is required.
The following chart shows the percentage of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander clients:
Aboriginal
and Torres
Strait Islander
401
individuals
12%

Total Client
numbers
3407
Individuals

The next chart shows Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Clients – trips by funding stream:
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Non emergency Health Transport (42%of clients )
Followed by Home and Community Care (frail aged or disabled people 30%)
Community Transport program (transport disadvantaged)
Renal Dialysis (11%)
Other (8% is brokerage from other community groups)
RENAL
DIALYSIS, 11,
3%

Other, 31, 8%
HACC, 120,
30%

CTP, 69, 17%

NEHRT, 170,
42%

13057 Trips in 2014 by service type

Shopping ,
4159, 32%

Funeral, Medical,
358, 3% 1242, 9%

Renal
Dialysis,
2256, 17%
Medical
Renal Dialysis
Other
Social
Shopping
Funeral
Other,
2168, 17%

Social,
2874, 22%

I have continued to speak with agencies, across the shires of the importance of transport and that we
have a process for booking trips and that if we have as much notice as possible we could assist where
possible, and that our funding will only allow us to do certain things, but we will endeavor to our best
where possible. I am currently working with the Tweed and Murwillumbah hospital Aboriginal Liaison
officer Regina Rogers, and NCML’s Care Coordinator and Supplementary Services Program Officer Leisa
Lavelle, to develop solutions to the real need for flexible transport options for transport disadvantaged
Aboriginal clients being discharged after hours and on weekends, this project is called “Aboriginal
Discharge Transport Pathway”. The need for transport solutions for people being discharged after hours
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is wide ranging and hopefully we can come up with a cost effective solution to support this need, that
can be duplicated across the state.

Kevin, Tamara and Athol in the Tweed office

I have been working with Aden Ridgeway on his transport project for Transport for NSW, where he is
looking at travel patterns of older Aboriginal people. The second stage of the project is looking at a
number of the issues that came out of the first project which include the Isolated Patient Transport and
Accommodation Assistance Scheme (IPTAAS), a government subsidy not well accessed by Aboriginal
people, health transport and what processes exist for Aboriginal people to get assistance for transport
when required. I have also been working with Terri Lee-Williams, General Manager, Community
Transport Contracts within Transport for NSW, about a process for the NSW Aboriginal Transport
network and how best TfNSW can support the organisation, as well as develop the opportunity for the
permanent employment of Aboriginal Transport Development officers across the state.
I have been attending the TPAG meetings in Sydney, these meetings are hosted by the New South
Wales Council of Social Services (NCOSS), to discuss transport policy issues across all sections of the
community including Aboriginal transport, Cares Association, Combined Pensioners, and many more,
these meeting also have TfNSW officers attending to clarify certain issues of concern.
NATSICCTN – the national Aboriginal transport organisation is continuing to grow and develop.
NATSICCTN are close to having all our policy and procedures in place to be a stand alone organisation.
TBBCT sent a delegation to the recent conference held in Darwin, and had a fantastic response to our
Phil Barron and Jenny Young’s presentation highlighting TBBCT’s achievements and strategies for
volunteer recruitment and retention.
David L. Kapeen
Aboriginal Transport Development Officer
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THE BATBUS
The BATBUS ANNUAL REPORT 2014.
The Batbus is now in its 22nd year of providing social and recreational transport for the youth of Byron
Shire. We believe it can claim to be the longest running youth transport project in Australia. The model
has many merits such as running on a modest budget and being able to run more than one bus on any
day. Probably its greatest asset is that it is affordable for young people and flexible enough to pick up
and drop off from houses if necessary.
SISTER PROJECT
We are delighted to see a sister youth transport project start in Tweed Shire. Billie Holdsworth has
taken on the role of Aboriginal Youth Transport worker with great skill and enthusiasm and in a very
short time has done a wonderful job setting up the service. We look forward to the continuation of the
development of the project for this worthwhile and highly needed service.
VOLUNTEERS
As the years go by I am more in awe of the fabulous contribution to BAT that Ian and Isabel Lewis have
given the service. Forever competent, easy going and popular with the passengers Ian is undeniably the
backbone driver of the service. Isabel is there by his side when needed and supporting his work at
home.
Ian has continued with his role of relief worker for BAT and YAXI, his lengthy firsthand knowledge of the
service is invaluable.
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BATGROUPS
BAT has continued to involve a number of young people in the Batbus groups, held in Mullumbimby and
Byron Bay High Schools. These students advise BAT on issues affecting young people and on Batbus
policies. As users of the service their input is highly desirable and valuable. They spread information
about BAT to their friends and help maintain the profile of the service. To have these young residents
contribute to the development and running of the service ensures that the Batbus meets the needs of
the client group. For these young people involvement in our community organisation gives them
experience and skills that they can use when they leave school.
BUSES
We are happy to see the expansion of the TBBCT fleet. This gives up options for not only weekend trips
but also on weekdays. Faizel has done such a good job managing the buses I cant think how we ever got
by without him. We also have further options of chartering vehicles from private operators, these vary
from large coaches to taxis depending on the size of the group and the distance of the journey.
BYRON SHIRE COUNCIL YOUTH AWARDS
I was delighted to be awarded again an award for services to Byron Shire Youth by Byron Shire Council.
It is a great recognition of the Batbus and its value to the young people of the Shire. The best thing
about the award its that it was nominated and chosen by young people.

COMMUNITY TRANSPORT TEAM
Although I do not work permanently in the office at Middleton St I rely on the support of the team
there. I know that I can always discuss any issues that may arise of just debrief if necessary. We are
fortunate to have such a great team and once again I have to give a special mention to Phil Barron who
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is doing a marvellous job managing the service. The expansion and fine tuning of systems is due to his
vision and leadership.
BAT relies on the contribution of the workers at Community Transport. The team at the office are a
huge support and I value their input greatly. They are often the face of the service to the public and
when bus operators need to submit invoices and charter contributions and I receive excellent feedback
about the service in the office. While everyone there is a delight to work with, Phil Barron and Sue Ruhl
stand out for their generosity with their time and experienced opinions. It has also been wonderful to
have Dave Kapeen to assist and advise with the needs of Aboriginal young people in the Shire.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Batbus has a new website and a Facebook page. The website was updated to not only look more
professional but also to make it friendly for smartphones and other mobile media devices.
CONCLUSION
The Batbus continues to provide social and recreational transport for the youth of Byron Shire. With the
assistance of a team of community minded people and the team at TBBCT we look forward to
continuing this service. In Byron Shire there is limited public transport and to have this innovative
project to help address that is something we can be proud of.
Melissa Armstrong,
Coordinator BAT.

YAXI – youth transport Ballina
YAXI ANNUAL REPORT 2014
YAXI has continued to provide social and recreational transport for the youth of Ballina Shire. This
transport has assisted a broad cross section of Ballina Shire’s young people from all over the Shire.
YAXI has a strong reputation in Ballina Shire and we are often thanked by happy passengers and parents
for providing such a needed service. They are delighted that we can take them to places at their
requested time and bring them safely for an affordable price.
We are in the process of updating our website and by the time of this AGM it should be completed. YAXI
is often accessed via the website www.yaxi.com.au as applications are submitted through it. It is a
convenient way for passengers to find information about the service and apply for trips using the online
application form.
We have relied on the support of Dave Kapeen and Kasey Donnelly to build connections with the
Aboriginal Community. Once again YAXI was represented at NAIDOC week in Ballina in July. This has
been a great way of letting people know of our service. We are very happy that Bille Holdsworth has
been appointed as the Aboriginal youth transport worker in Tweed Shire. She is doing a marvelous job
establishing the position and we look forward to the day that it can expand over all three Shires.
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I am a member of the Ballina Shire Transport Working Group and have discussed issues and concerns
regarding transport in the Shire. We have been working on several projects most of them will have a
positive impact on young people.

The office support has been integral to the success of YAXI with Phil, Sue, Jenny and the rest of the team
always prepared to give their time. We have been fortunate that Ian Lewis has volunteered to drive on
some YAXI trips. Ian has also been employed as the relief Coordinator when I have taken leave. His
knowledge of the service and the vehicles is a great asset.
We look forward to providing transport in the years to come for the youth of Ballina Shire.
Melissa Armstrong
YAXI Coordinator

CEO Phil Barron and Management Committee member Jenny Hicks accepting 2014 NSW CT Provider of the Year award

For more information please check our website:

www.community-transport.org.au
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